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Forward 
 

I was putting the final touches on presentations for two similarly themed events in Los 
Angeles just before March 11, 2020, the day the World Health Organization announced 
that Covid-19 was officially characterized as a pandemic. 

My planned mid-March collaboration workshop was titled Anything Can Happen. 
Participants would study and role-play scenarios that challenged underprepared faith 
organizations. A week later I was to teach classes using lessons learned from 
consultations and complex mediations. As a result of the postponement of these events, 
I converted the workshop into webinars. 

Repurposing and circulating this material for managing unforeseen events is an 
experiment. Like everyone else, I am striving to rediscover how to do both life and work 
in this new context that we're in together. Prayerfully sooner than later, we will get ahead 
of our huge health and economic problems through mindfulness, humility, and virtual 
collaboration. 

Until now the most celebrated collaborative undertakings occurred around war, 
transcontinental aviation, global telecommunications, and the race to the moon. The 
current partnership against Covid-19 is already surpassing them all. Matt Apuzzo and 
David D. Kirkpatrick, two New York Times writers, described this new development in 
an April 1, 2020 piece titled “Covid-19 Changed How the World Does Science, Together”:  

While political leaders have locked their borders, scientists have been shattering 
theirs, creating a global collaboration unlike any in history. Never before, 
researchers say, have so many experts in so many countries focused simultaneously 
on a single topic and with such urgency. Nearly all other research has ground to a 
halt.i 

History proves that the great undertakings that lead to optimal outcomes usually 
encompass first-rate collaboration among realists who are open to unconventional 
solutions. In the context of unexpected worldwide events, I hope readers find some 
crossover insights in the quest for health for how we can advance organizational 
wholeness of congregations and larger faith affiliations, including parachurch 
organizations, charities, and schools. 

The goal of the Anything Can Happen webinars is to help individuals and teams in our 
congregations respond to unimaginable events with foresight and proportionality. Four 
visualizations are highlighted that can make all the difference in managing the 
unimaginable. 
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Anything Can Happen 
“What If?” Webinars 

 

Schedule and Goals 
 

Each session lasts between 75 and 90 minutes 

 

May 30 Unimaginable 

Mitigating Unexpected Events through Upstream Thinking 

Participants Survey I—discovering the problem-solving orientations 
and high-stakes experiences of participants 

 

June 27 Knowing What to Do 

Wisdom Gained from the Habit of Reflection 

 

July 25  Mitigating Threats & Risks* 

Learning from Success Stories, Useful Failures, and Cautionary Tales 

 

August 29 Adapting to New Realities* 

Discerning Opportunities and Ideas 

 

Participants Survey II—feedback and developing a “message out” 

 

*The document titled The LAICC Resiliency System – Design is required reading for 
webinars 3 & 4. 
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Goals 

During the four webinars, we will consider how challenges in the Bible and recent history 
were managed in order to improve our readiness for whatever comes our way. We will 
occasionally leverage stories from other faith traditions in order to avoid the risk of being 
too familiar with a person or event. The first goal is to ensure greater mitigation of current 
threats and future risks and increase our capacity to seize opportunities. The second goal 
is to gather wisdom of participants related to congregational readiness and resilience. 
Toward these ends, we will use the following practices throughout this experience. 

 

1. Reading Case Studies. You may be asked to read brief one-page situations of 
fictional or reality-based risks and opportunities in advance of sessions. 

2. Visualization Training. We will use a mix of presentations and well-established 
visualization techniques. 

3. Processing Situations through Discussions. We will break into virtual regional 
groups to discuss the situations with respect to: 

The Scriptures—staying grounded with a biblical foundation 

Your Experience with the subject—in the church and professionally 

Systems—current arrangements or measures for interfacing with the situation 

Best Practices and Policies—established wisdom/practices on the subject, as well as 
current and proposed policy considerations 

Resources and Next Steps—books, specialists, and workshops or webinars 

4. Rehearsing through Role-Playing. We will conduct at least two significant 
rehearsals throughout the four sessions, of at least one positive and one 
undesirable situation. 

5. Considering Perceived Current Vulnerabilities. We will tap into the participants’ 
perspectives of exposures within the broader Christian world, as well as in the 
ICOC. 

6. Plan for Desired Outcomes. (a) Enhance the internal LAICC systems for the 
wellbeing of the church, using the experience, expertise, and imagination of the 
participants. (b) Further an understanding of congregational lifecycles and 
upstream thinking. (c) Lay a foundation for future training in areas where we have 
deficiencies. And (d) obtain perspectives from participants about future scenarios. 

7. We will create a “message out” from the sessions in order that our efforts can be 
meaningful to those who were unable to participate and can enhance the design 
of The LAICC Resiliency System. 
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Introduction 
 

One of my favorite stories from antiquity is packed with suspense, timeless wisdom, and 
leadership lessons. It began with a foolish alliance that enticed Jehoshaphat, king of 
Judah, to make the worst conceivable choice, for which he nearly paid the ultimate price. 
Once enlightened, he made the most forward-thinking decision any leader can make. 

Shortly into his reign Jehoshaphat was led astray by a cunning monarch to the north, 
Ahab, husband of the infamous Jezebel. The two kings were related through marriage of 
their offspring. During a military ruse involving a third nation, Jehoshaphat was nearly 
assassinated. He received a timely reprimand because of his foolish alliance from an 
observer named Jehu. Apparently, the king listened, because he immediately proceeded 
to reestablish the organizing principles for Judah based closely on the supreme model 
implemented by Moses. The newly humbled sovereign then led a campaign to right-size 
his nation by saturating the cities with standards of governance and deploying open 
systems that held everyone answerable—even his own household, where his 
misadventure began. By using the lessons from his unwise choices and unexpected near 
miss, the king began preparing his nation for unimaginable events in future. 

Shortly after Jehoshaphat’s campaign for reforms, military forces from three opposing 
nations were planning to attack Judah. The events that immediately followed included 
prayer, the king listening to advisors, his delivery of two Braveheart-like talks, worship, 
and soldiers taking their stations. Through a series of divinely orchestrated events, the 
three allied armies became confused and battled among themselves. It’s no wonder that 
the ordeal ended with peace at every side, because the nation had become aligned with 
God. For as long as they held to his principles, they would be future-ready.ii 

Throughout the Scriptures there were many unimaginable events, both threats and 
opportunities. One takeaway from those surprising developments applies to all sectors 
of life, not only spiritual: the nations and organizations that take the steps to be whole 
and ready for the imaginable have an advantage when facing the unimaginable.  

Over the years I have found myself collecting case studies about collaboration on 
breakthroughs, comebacks, and how organizations can benefit from a failure. My first 
book, The Art of Breakthrough: Collaborating on Audacious Undertakings, focused on grand 
achievements. A sequel will address the most effective ways to turn a misadventure or 
disaster into an advantage. I will make the case that most advantageous failures are well 
documented, honorably reported, collaboratively assessed, and seriously leveraged in 
new situations for making organizations and nations whole. The webinar is a preview of 
this subject, containing some of what I’ve learned about situational awareness and 
forward-thinking responses to the dilemmas we face in faith organizations. 

In these webinars we will discuss the benefits of an approach called “moving upstream.” 
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Unimaginable 
Mitigating Unexpected Events through Upstream Thinking 

 

A term commonly used to describe the wise actions of catching problems before they 
happen or in real time is “moving upstream.” This idea is illustrated in the message of a 
public health parable, adapted by author Dan Heath and commonly attributed to activist 
Irving Zola: 

You and a friend are having a picnic by the side of a river. Suddenly you hear 
a shout from the direction of the water—a child is drowning. Without thinking, 
you both dive in, grab the child, and swim to shore. Before you can recover, you 
hear another child cry for help. You and your friend jump back in the river to 
rescue her as well. Then another struggling child drifts into sight, and another, 
and another. The two of you can barely keep up. Suddenly, you see your friend 
wading out of the water, seeming to leave you alone. “Where are you going?” you 
demand. Your friend answers, “I’m going upstream to tackle the guy who’s 
throwing all these kids in the water.”iii 

The parable promotes the vivid concept that going to the source of a disorder should 
accompany earnest and quick reaction to the problem in front of us. Moving upstream 
combined with downstream readiness allows for the maximum possible response to 
unimagined and thereby unexpected events. The “guy who’s throwing all these kids in 
the water” symbolizes the idea that inconceivable things can happen, so attempt to look 
up and perceive them as quickly as permitted by circumstances and “tackle” the matter 
right away. 

The ideal of looking upstream encompasses a wide range that includes preventing 
trouble altogether, rapid and collective efforts of avoidance, and even quickly blunting a 
failure’s full impact. A full-blown failure that is soon tackled with a collective analysis 
and leveraged for the greater good can achieve benefits superior to the sum of the losses. 
This approach is another form of upstream thinking, but its advantages appear later. Dan 
Health expresses this point very well: “The postmortem for a problem can be the 
preamble to a solution.” 

Postmortems have changed the world. When I was exploring the principles underlying 
revolutionary successes in technology, aviation, and America’s space program for The Art 
of Breakthrough I was heartened by two astonishing findings. First, champions in high-
risk endeavors confronted tragic events with a “team of teams” approach to forensics. As 
a result, it became apparent that failures teach things that many successes simply do not. 
Second, they used failures to make their institutions better through institutional learning 
practices and communication systems, rather than just eliminating the immediate threat. 
The alternative, of course, is to move on and possibly experience déjà vu when trouble 
hits further down the road. 

A clear example of facing a horrible event head on occurred after February 21, 1967 when 
a capsule fire took the lives of astronauts Virgil “Gus” Grissom, Edward White, and 
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Roger Chaffee. The postmortem of Apollo 1 included deep reflection within NASA, 
resulting in separate parallel investigations, and intense scrutiny from the US congress 
through public hearings. As a result, there were massive changes and enhancements that 
benefitted the entire space program, including separate organizational oversight related 
to safety, and overall command module redesign. Not a single life was lost over the next 
eleven manned moon missions that make up Apollo’s legacy. Historically speaking, it is 
unfathomable costs that have alerted pioneers to thinking more proactively (such as 
Apollo 1) and near misses that have led to increased ingenuity (Apollo 13). 

The concepts of thinking upstream and leveraging failures should matter to everyone. 
Every aspect of our lives has been improved by carefully analyzing known threats, 
imaginable risks, and tragic events—including transportation, healthcare, policing, 
construction, and security. It is too often the case that faith organizations are behind when 
it comes to managing serious challenges. Consider some of the approaches that fit the 
category of thinking upstream.  

Upstream Measures 

Proactive—investing in mission-critical knowledge, skills, and processes 
while there are no known problems  
Preemptive—launching inquiries and problem-solving strategies when 
there are early indicators of impending issues 
Responsive—immediately attempting to mitigate consequences of a 
problem and simultaneously investigating and addressing the issue at the 
source 
Postmortem of a Failure—deploying multiparty collaboration (MPC) 
analysis of a failure that produces well-documented and openly reported 
observations and recommendations 
Postmortem of an Astonishing Recovery—when individuals successfully 
manage what was previously unimaginable and their actions lead to 
surprising operational recovery 
Rehearsal—role-playing simulations and examining all known and 
conceivable threats, including the use of case studies, near misses, and 
cautionary tales 

Proactive and preemptive measures require strong organizational will because changing 
behaviors and attitudes must start at the top. Consider a fictional operation 
called Crimson Contagion that was carried out in Chicago last year. A series of exercises 
was designed to test readiness and coordination from federal agencies, states, and 
localities to the outbreak of a novel disease. The Chicago scenario was close to what we 
see in New York, and conclusions revealed what we have witnessed: “inconsistent and 
inaccurate response guidance and actions to healthcare and public health private sector 
partners.”iv Perhaps the unnecessary number of deaths and a depressed economy will 
incentivize government. If not, it’s an important cautionary tale. 
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Knowing What to Do 
Wisdom Gained from the Habit of Reflection 

 

Many people today would feel honored if they were portrayed with the following 
description given to members of the ancient tribe of Issachar (1 Chronicles 12:32 NIV, 
NCV, and NLT). 

… men who understood the times and knew what Israel should do. 

… knew what Israel should do, and they knew the right time to do it. 

… understood the signs of the times and knew the best course for Israel to take. 

We make our best decisions through spiritual discernment, wisdom gained from the 
habit of reflection, and our collective experiences with lessons-rich situations. There is no 
time like the present to pool our combined discernment, wisdom, and experiences. The 
swiftly changing world around us requires that we plan proactively, think preemptively, 
and act responsibly in order to avoid proceeding reactively or too late. 

In 2005, the term “Great Acceleration” began to appear in conferences and journals to 
describe the holistic, all-inclusive, and interwoven nature of changes occurring 
simultaneously in nature, social structures, technology, and scientific understanding that 
are reshaping the human and biophysical systems of earth. Scientists observed that the 
rate of change and the acceleration of the rate of change increase simultaneously. 

With the advent of so many developments that were unimagined or unpredicted at the 
turn of the century, it can feel like anything can happen, whether good or bad. Those 
organizations who don’t plan will be weakened or vanish altogether, which is true in 
every sector, from entertainment to religion.  

Being proactive and imaginative has never been so important. Our lexicon has new words 
like Netflixed to describe how the giant Blockbuster was annihilated in 2010, and #Metoo, 
about a movement to hold accountable the establishments and industries ruled by 
powerful misogynistic men. In the last few years some of the most famous megachurches 
in the US went into a leadership freefall because of the way they responded or didn’t 
respond to allegations. 

Fortunately for Christians, for our churches, and for faith-based charities, we have a place 
to turn. A practice utilized by enduring organizations today is called Lessons-Learned 
Knowledge Management (LLKM). Various versions of the concept of capitalizing on 
lessons learned and recording them for later use have become popular since the 1960s. 
However, as I’ve pointed out in a document titled The LAICC Resiliency System – Design, 
the concept was first described in the Bible. 

In the Scriptures, one can detect an ancient version of LLKM in historical 
documents from the days of Moses, the judges, and the kings. A clear example 
from the Old Testament occurs with Jehoshaphat’s reforms in 2 Chronicles 19. 
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In the New Testament, a momentous council is recorded in Acts, established to 
look into tense events that had occurred in Antioch involving Barnabas and 
Paul, some more conservative believers from Judea, and Greek converts. The 
Jerusalem leaders made use of a timeline of events, consulted witnesses, 
appealed to past precedent, and considered new information. The prominent 
elder James facilitated the discovery and conclusions, which were distributed 
in the form of a letter. The matter ended in encouragement and peace (Acts 
15:30–35). Luke’s inclusion of the main events ensured that the knowledge of 
the lessons, practices, and positive outcome would not be lost.  

Later, in an early letter from the apostle Paul, he commented on the importance 
of learning from events that occurred long ago (1 Corinthians 10:1–13). The 
moments that he refers to are recorded in Exodus, Numbers, and 1 Chronicles, 
where ten major tests in Israel’s first forty years were recorded that became 
moments for learning. During the swiftly changing times we live in, there can 
be ten major events in less than half that time in a single metropolitan 
congregation.v 

 

One of the good things about properly responding to, memorializing, and reassessing 
significant events is that the same systems used to capture and leverage a failure can be 
used for repeating successes. 

Think about positive things that have happened, either in the Los Angeles congregation 
or somewhere else in our fellowship of churches: 

• A minister honorably retired long before his ministry wanted him to leave 
• Leadership succession plans, managed successfully 
• Mergers of ministries, being stronger together 
• The leadership of a ministry made a culture change from directive to collaborative 
• The peaceful prevention of a ministry split that nearly occurred 
• The stopping of persecutors by engaging with respect and truth, winning a 

retraction of false allegations 
• Reconciling a ministry that broke away from the fellowship and became a separate 

church in a nasty firestorm 
• Full and transparent recovery and redemption of a fallen minister 
• Accepting and properly managing a donation windfall 
• The capture and prevention of a predator who targeted children in the church 
• A practical and proven approach to sabbaticals that led to refreshing ministers 

(and, in turn, the congregation) 
• Converting a high percentage of kingdom kids, who converted some of their high 

school peers, and retaining them over the years 
• The speedy acceleration of learning of ministers, helping them redevelop in Bible 

knowledge and other useful skills 
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Some of the undesirable things that our churches have faced, or could face, include: 

• An escalated conflict that gets out of hand and hurts members across multiple 
ministries 

• A minister who has been found to be in significant conflict of interests, revealing 
limitations of policies, lack of enforcement, and lack of means for entering and 
flagging a concern 

• At-risk and seriously questionable behaviors of youth workers 
• Bullying and/or manipulation from an influential member 
• An active shooter situation in the church assembly 
• An innovative idea is developed for reaching an underrepresented segment of the 

population, but it is shot down by controlling personalities 
• A male minister is accused by a woman of crossing the line of appropriate 

behavior, but his leadership circle comes to his support before independent 
inquiry occurs 

• Someone with a troubling history in previous churches who has moved in and 
become part of the ministry and is striving to move up through the channels of 
leadership while repeating earlier behaviors 

 
As stated earlier, “We make our best decisions through spiritual discernment, wisdom 
gained from the habit of reflection, and our collective experiences with lessons-rich 
situations.” The ways to pool these assets includes: 

• Understanding the six upstream measures 
• Reading case studies 
• Training with tools 
• Processing situations through discussions 
• Rehearsing through role-playing 
• Considering perceived current vulnerabilities 

 

Reflection 

(1) In one sentence, describe a past undesirable event that would have benefitted from 
better discernment OR a describe a perceived current vulnerability. 

(2) In one sentence, describe an idea or opportunity that could be explored for greater 
benefit to the congregation. 

 
Over the next two webinars we will explore past, present, and imaginable scenarios with 
the upstream thinking and a LLKM practice. 
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Scenario #1—A Ministry in Peril 
 

An inner-city ministry in our large metropolitan church had been wrangling through a 
myriad of issues going back years: longstanding feuds, race challenges, secret lives of key 
people, conflict with ministers, significant staff turnover, failed business ventures 
between members, and so forth. The staff was so dysfunctional that the leader decided 
not to hold staff meetings for six months. The city leader requested a transition to the 
suburbs. My wife and I (Steve & Tricia) were asked to move into the city.  

Shortly after we arrived, we found that members were not following the Scriptures in 
their conflicts. For example, a large number of Christians who had heard only one, 
troubling side of the story on various matters did not seek the other perspectives or push 
for reconciliation. We also discovered that gossip was rampant. Once I asked a rhetorical 
question from the pulpit: “Do you think gossip is a problem?” I was astonished when a 
woman shouted out something like, “I gossip about people in this room all the time. I am 
sorry.” That honest response was helpful, but the problem was deep. 

Some members were secretly discussing baptizing their babies to appease their families 
from traditional religious backgrounds. Some shamelessly circulated hurtful e-mails, and 
others held invitation-only gossip sessions. Sometimes even respected members would 
do things like interrupting a midweek meeting to talk about an old wound or making 
disparaging comments about ministers during a simple announcement of an event. 
About two dozen people were straddling worship with other religious groups on Sunday 
morning, sometimes seeing each other there and then arriving together late at our 
meetings. And one staff member was moonlighting with another fulltime job. 

Another issue of division was cultural. The North (and downtown) and South ministries 
had previously merged. Meeting farther south for midweek and Sunday services affected 
the demographics. We were losing Caucasian members to the suburbs because they felt 
unrepresented. The previous South and North ministries as a group were still like oil and 
water. Their histories and cultures were vastly different; there was little social blending 
except through sports, children’s ministry, and annual benevolent projects. But the fact 
that white members were moving out was the least of our problems. 

There were nearly two dozen intractable conflicts that had to be handled before other 
issues could be resolved successfully. Some of the feuds led to pockets of folk sitting in 
committed isolation against other angry Christians. But members typically did not want 
to engage in conflict resolution processes, in part, because resolutions historically favored 
leaders, those closer to the mediator, or white people in a race-related skirmish. It seemed 
like a catch-22. We couldn’t solve problems until we resolved conflicts, and we couldn’t 
resolve conflicts with the current setup. 

How would we proceed? What would a roadmap look like? Hint: Acts 15:1–35. We will 
look at how the matter was resolved and concluded with order and peace. 
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A Biblical Example of a Change Management Process 
 

Acts 15:1–35 provides a model for effectively leading change in congregations. The main 
question, prompting a change, was the issue of circumcision. 

The process involved listening to believers coming from a variety of perspectives and 
roles providing eyewitness reports, opinions, and relevant facts. The moderators, Peter 
and James, considered the importance of Scripture, previous revelations from the Holy 
Spirit, and the weight of witnesses. They also factored in tradition and the consciences of 
the believers.  

The following breakdown of the episode provides a flexible model for potential 
application to leading change in the church: 

1. The church and its leadership listened to respected representatives from 
Antioch and witnesses who supported the change (Barnabas & Paul). 
These men described what God had done among the Gentiles (v. 4). 

2. They also listened to those most opposed to the change (believing 
Pharisees, experts), who appealed to old covenant laws (v. 5). 

3. The disputing parties, representatives, and witnesses convened with the 
elders and apostles (v. 6). 

4. The first church shepherds and first witnesses of Christ considered the 
Gentiles, those most impacted by the change (vv. 7–11). Peter, as a 
moderator, was a witness of previous developments (Acts 10:9–48, 11:1–
18). 

5. Paul and Barnabas formally testified before the assembly about actions in 
Antioch and presented a testimony of “signs and wonders” done among 
the Gentiles (v. 12). 

6. The assembly listened to James explain how the Scriptures (vv. 13–18; 
Amos 9:11–12) supported Peter’s testimony. 

7. James delivered a proposal that removed circumcision from requirements 
for Gentiles but provided concessions related to conventions surrounding 
food restrictions and other behaviors (vv. 19–21). 

8. The leadership surveyed the church on the change (v. 22) 

9. Prophets Judas (aka Barsabbas) and Silas served as representatives from 
Jerusalem to join Paul and Barnabas and relay the outcome of the 
discussion back to Antioch (vv. 22, 32). 

10. A letter with these decisions was sent not only to Antioch, but to Syria and 
Cilicia, “for it seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us” (vv. 23–29). 
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Mitigating Threats and Risks 
Learning from Success Stories, Useful Failures, and Cautionary Tales 

 

When a well-informed and deeply spiritual community comes together to reflect on how 
to handle unexpected undesirable developments, they don’t have to start from scratch. 
Fortunately, there are success stories, failures that have been turned into actionable case 
studies, and cautionary tales that serve as highly publicized warnings to wide audiences. 

Successful mitigation stories—an honorable handling of a serious matter, or a wisely managed 
close call. 

A high-stakes misunderstanding occurred when Joshua was leading Israel (Joshua 22). 
The Israelites on the west side of the Jordan were greatly disturbed when the tribes on 
the east built an imposing altar in a stealthy manner. A priest and ten chiefs from the ten 
western tribes went to inquire about the situation rather than following their first impulse 
to go to war. A peaceful resolution occurred because cooler heads prevailed during a 
meeting of representatives for the tribes. The episode underscored the importance of 
communication, fact-finding, and listening. 

A significant debate in Antioch occurred that made its way to the apostles and elders in 
Jerusalem (Acts 15). The dispute was over the requirements for newly converted Gentiles. 
One party stated that the men needed to be circumcised according to the custom of 
Moses, and the other side, represented by Paul and Barnabas, disagreed. Although the 
latter view won out, some practical principles taught by Moses were incorporated into a 
message to the churches. This compelling pathway for navigating a conflict-filled 
predicament revealed that bringing matters to the best channels, facilitated by the 
appropriate people and guided by the right principles, can bring a sharp debate to 
peaceful resolution. 

In modern contexts we must also think in terms of successful mitigation of threats related 
to legally recognized harms such as psychological, physical, sexual, or financial 
detriment. Many successfully mitigated stories dealing with threats are less known. 
When faith organizations act quickly and righteously, using objective inquiries, the 
matters can be dealt with by a balance of confidentiality and transparency. The best way 
to find out how modern threats involving legal components are successfully managed is 
to ask those who have been successful—church leaders, elders, board members, 
attorneys, consultants, and mediators. 

Useful or "advantageous” failures—mishaps or disasters that are learned from, openly 
reported and lead to effective prevention, rising from the ashes, or even serendipitous benefits of 
misfortune greater than the losses. 
One of the greatest failures in the Scriptures, which came to be seen in a new light and 
receive a vastly better ending, was the story involving Jacob’s older sons and their 
deceitful act of expelling Joseph into slavery and creating a false narrative. For twenty-
two years a closely held secret meant that Jacob thought his son was dead. Meanwhile, 
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Joseph went through the harrowing ordeal of slavery and imprisonment, then rose to 
leadership in Egypt. The epic story ends in reconciliation and an understanding of a 
divine purpose behind the personal and family tragedy. The greater story concludes with 
much disclosure, providing lessons for families, faith communities, and even society. 

Religious movements deal with great relational, theological, and financial risks, as well 
as the possibility of harm to individuals. There are modern Josephs. These are often 
involved in power dynamics, which can make some people more vulnerable than others. 
When a congregation or larger affiliation experiences a scandal or leadership breakdown, 
it can either try to suppress the situation by focusing on containment or have the matter 
closely investigated, reported, and managed. 

If the institution chooses the more principled approach, they might memorialize it, 
improve their processes and safeguards, and report a summary to their stakeholders. The 
net result might not only protect the organization and others against a similar risk in the 
future, it might also provide them protection against other kinds of harms. 

Cautionary tales—a dramatic account that serves as a warning against a flaw of character, 
principle, action, or inaction. 

A classic cautionary tale is the rise of king Saul, a story of pride, untethered leadership, 
downfall, and suicide (1 Samuel 9:1-31:4). Another involves king Solomon’s son and 
successor, Rehoboam, who disregarded the wise advice of his elders and instead listened 
to the disturbing counsel of his friends. His disposition and choices led to rebellion and 
the greatest division in biblical history (1 Kings 12:1-20).  One only has to mention Saul 
or Rehoboam in a discussion, and listeners will instantly recall from memory what went 
wrong. 

Some of the greatest cautionary tales from the modern era include the sexual, financial, 
and psychological abuse scandals that have resulted in the name of a person or 
congregation alone invoking a warning. For instance, a Forbes magazine article title says 
it all: “Mars Hill: Cautionary Tales From The Enron Of American Churches.”vi Driscoll, a 
Seattle pastor and author, known for questionable financial practices, abuse, and 
intimidation of those he worked with, once told a team of pastors and future leaders, 
“There is a pile of dead bodies behind the Mars Hill bus, and by God’s grace it’ll be a 
mountain by the time we’re done. You either get on the bus or get run over by the bus.… 
This will be the defining issue as to whether or not you succeed or fail. I’ve read enough 
of the New Testament to know that occasionally Paul puts somebody in the wood 
chipper.”vii It took a decade for the story to unravel. And the defrocked Driscoll was the 
cofounder of the Acts 29 Network, which has more alleged incidents of pastoral abuse. 
Today the defunct Mars Hill congregation and Mark Driscoll are symbols of what 
happens when charismatic personalities leapfrog God, made possible by shepherding 
failures along with a lack of independent financial and structural audits.viii 

The stories we learn about the threats and risks that are successfully mitigated can inspire 
and equip us. Useful failures can make us wiser in the way we make improvements, while 
cautionary tales alert us when dangerous patterns emerge. 
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Scenario #2—Recent Evangelical Disasters  
 

A February 10, 2020 letter to elders, teachers, evangelists, and other professionals 

 

To ________________________, 

 

You probably have heard that the megachurches Willow Creek and Harvest Bible Chapel, 
formerly led by Bill Hybels and James MacDonald, each experienced a high-profile crisis. 
Since early 2018, these flagship churches of much larger associations have been in free-
fall related to sexual and financial scandals. My wife, Tricia, knew Hybels and his most 
prominent accuser, Nancy Beach, from back in the 1970s when he was their youth leader. 

Consider some of the developments. 

(1) On January 28, accusations came out against Hybels’ mentor, Dr. Gilbert Bilezikian, 
for alleged sexual harassment at Willow Creek between 1984 and 1988. Dr. B., as he is 
usually called, was the person who led the church to become egalitarian (i.e., women 
elders). Interestingly, he was our neighbor in Wheaton, and Dr. B. and his wife once came 
to our Bible talk in 1993. 

 (2) It was revealed on February 3 that John Ortberg, a friend of Hybels and well-known 
leader of a large church in California, had been disciplined and “placed on leave” for how 
he handled a situation with a church member who is sexually attracted to children. John 
and his wife, Nancy, were some of the main drivers of the Hybels confrontation at Willow 
Creek, but they did nothing to protect the youth in their own church with the information 
they knew. Ortberg is both a bestselling author and high-demand speaker. I heard his 
keynote at Pepperdine in 2014 when we were living in California. 

 (3) On February 4, it was reported in another article that Dr. B. was accused of similar 
misconduct in the 1980s at Wheaton College, where he was a professor. The college is 
now being scrutinized for having buried the matter involving at least three women. 

 (4) Most recently on February 7, Steve Timmis, the CEO of Acts 29 ministries, was fired. 
This fast-growing group of about 800 churches was cofounded by controversial preacher 
Mark Driscoll. His former congregation, Mars Hill, collapsed because of his scandals 
involving finances and bullying. From the beginning, like multiple eras in our history 
since the Gainesville period, the Acts 29 affiliation has struggled with a proper 
understanding of authority and boundaries, as well as some under-tethered leaders. 
Timmis, much like Driscoll, was terminated because of bullying, intimidation, and 
rejection of critical feedback, among other things. His leadership style left many people 
“bruised.” 

Sex, money, and power. Courts in western countries share similar definitions of sexual, 
physical, financial, and psychological harm. Churches are beginning to be increasingly 
scrutinized, and that’s a good thing, in my view. We should always welcome reasonable 
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inquiry, because the priorities are protection of victims and potential victims through 
institutional integrity before concerns about reputation. Image management is what has 
led to coverups. If church affiliations do what is right their (our) reputation will take care 
of itself. 

One watchdog, an evangelical, describes the events of this year as the beginning of a 
“purge.” I wouldn’t be surprised if the level of energy in Hollywood behind Spotlight, 
which did a deep dive into Boston's Catholic child-abuse scandal, focuses on Willow, 
Harvest, Acts 29, and beyond. 

We can learn from other organizations that are watchful, beginning with hiring and 
robust 360s. One of my daughters, an educator, says that schools educate their faculty, 
parents, and children regarding warning signs and rules to follow to prevent bullying 
and sexual harassment from peers and adults. And schools are also serious about 
screening hires. You will likely agree that we can be more proactive by carefully screening 
candidates for important roles. 

Among the non-leaders, we must also be watchful and proactive. Last month I also learned 
of these two serious similar tragedies in our own fellowship, from far away parts of the 
US: (1) A so-called disciple drilled a hole into a shower used by family members and that 
allowed him to observe (and possibly record) his teen stepdaughter, and (2) in another 
case, a so-called disciple put a camera in the bathroom to observe his teen daughter. She 
saw the images on a computer and ran to the neighbors, and he was arrested. 

Among other things, these kinds of situations indicate that we need, at minimum, an 
understanding of the rules of mandatory reporting. The LA leadership is planning on 
making this a priority. A simple 30-minute training talk by an expert could save children 
and protect the church from unnecessary harm. 

Supporting articles can be easily located. 

Willow Creek Confirms Abuse Allegations Against Gilbert Bilezikian 
John Ortberg Investigated After Church Volunteer Confessed Attraction to Minors 
Wheaton College Coeds Say Bilezikian Sexually Harassed Them; College Accused of 
Mishandling Reports 
Acts 29 CEO Removed Amid 'Accusations of Abusive Leadership' 
 
 

This letter is being used to introduce the kinds of risks that congregations face, especially 
under certain conditions. 
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Adapting to New Realities 
Discerning Opportunities and Ideas 

 

For thousands of years the tiered pyramid has been the assumptive model for institutions 
of government, military, education, industry, and religion. It is characterized by layers of 
ranked individuals and divisions of responsibilities. That model can be very efficient for 
simple results but terribly inefficient for making optimal long-term decisions, learning, 
and developing resilience. That’s because it is based on information and decision control. 
As a result, people are susceptible to becoming undervalued cogs in those systems. 

The Second World War was a turning point for organizational theory when biologists, 
engineers, philosophers, therapists, mathematicians, and others began to simultaneously 
question the legitimacy of the top-down model for various realms of the human 
experience. Some of them spoke about the creator, creation, and even cited Scripture. 
They began to use biological terms to describe prototypes of both the older and the more 
transformative model. These are definitions that I use: 

“Closed System”—also called mechanist, fixed, having relatively little 
interaction with other systems or the outside environment—like a clock. In 
organizational life a closed system usually means a highly controlled 
structure, that doesn’t adapt to new situations, or have sufficient channels 
to process feedback or add to organizational learning. A closed 
organizational system can accomplish good and be quite efficient—if its 
leader is noble. But it will eventually experience a breakdown if it doesn’t 
become a more open system. A challenge to the closed system, even a 
contrary view, can lead to a complete halt, or reactivity and chaos. King 
Rehoboam led Israel in a closed system manner and the results speak for 
themselves (1 Kings 11:1-24). 

“Open System”—also called organismic, possesses messaging from all 
directions: top-down, outside-in, inside-out, and bottom up—much like the 
human body. An organization built on this premise can learn, obtain 
perspectives, adapt, remember, and interact with other systems. Challenges 
tend to make an open system organization stronger because of the ability 
to cultivate shared learning for all the members. The apostles and elders in 
Jerusalem provided an example of open systems church when it was 
successfully engaging opposing voices on a crucial issue (Acts 15:1-35). 

The apostle Paul presented “open systems” approach when he introduced the 
interdependent concept of the parts of the body. The main passages are 1 Cor. 12:12-27, 
Rom.12:3-8, and Eph. 4:7-16. He emphasized a pre-ordained interdependent network 
(body) of gifts (organs/limbs) of different functions, and all gifts are to be respected. He 
went on to say that each one should obtain sober clarity on one’s gift/function, and fulfill 
it for the greater whole. Paul used the word katartizo (Eph. 4:12), which is usually 
translated “equip” but literally means “fitly frame together”, “fit alongside together.” 
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Each of us is to be “joined and held together by every supporting ligament [that] grows 
and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work.” (Eph. 4:16). In other words, the 
body functions well when the right people are in the right seats on the ship. 

Churches today exist somewhere on a continuum between open and closed. A sign of a 
more closed system is preferential treatment of an elite group of members, low 
engagement of “lesser” ranked members, mostly flash or coerced success, and discomfort 
when new ideas are proposed. Another sign of a closed system is whackingix symptoms 
and shuttling problems because the control center (even unknowingly) deters godly 
dissent and helpful insight that would address underlying issues. All closed systems 
have an expiration date determined by the tenure of their leadership, an unanticipated 
development, internal anarchy, or the depletion of motivation.  

A recent example of an open and adaptable system came from a congregation where I 
was consulting. I asked nearly fifty people from all walks of life and roles to speak 
candidly about their culture. Most of them expressed a variation of this statement: “It is 
easy to bring up new ideas different from what the congregation is doing. The leaders 
will ask us to explain our ideas further and ask ‘Why do you think this or that?’ Often 
they will implement the idea or ask us to carry the ball and try out our idea.” One member 
called it a church where the ministers served through “an upside down pyramid,” rather 
than a leading through a “top down pyramid.” To no surprise, the church has more than 
doubled between 2007 and 2020. The church I am referring to is the Great Land Christian 
Church in Anchorage. They are continuing to do quite well in just about every way. 

Even the military—that is, the most top-down institution in western civilization—has 
been coming to grips with its own blind spot in this area. A 2008 research paper by 
Colonel Frederick S. Clarke titled Changing Army Culture: Creating An Adaptive and Critical 
Thinking Officer Corp, opened with the sentence, “As an open system organization the 
Army is constantly affected by variations in the environment that should ultimately spark 
change in the way Army leaders view, approach, and resolve problems.” He went on to 
express boldly, “we must initiate drastic changes to our military education system to 
allow for less structure and more free thinking to identify core problems and develop 
appropriate solutions.” The paper was approved for distribution, and manuals are 
undergoing significant changes. Amazingly, the military is profoundly upgrading their 
organizational models, thus moving away from strict conformity. A Christian general in 
the military recently affirmed to me this change of army culture. 

Making the transition to an open and responsive system is more difficult for some than 
others because openness involves strong communication skills, a high degree of 
spiritually rooted self-esteem, a learning spirit, and courage. The idea of organizations as 
open and adaptive systems is more intuitive to those who belong to enlightened 
disciplines and to the younger generations who never became accustomed to the 
traditional hierarchical model. 
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Scenario #3—New Ideas: The Bridgeway Church 
 

The story involves two couples at the Bridgeway Church in a North American city, 
with nearly 300 members. 

 

Mark Jacobs graduated from the Naval Academy in the early eighties, met and married 
Debra, and has served as Bridgeway’s evangelist for seven years. For nearly three 
decades the two of them have lived the “go anywhere, do anything for Jesus” ethos. 
Approaching sixty, they have planted three churches on two continents, including 
difficult mission fields, and have a respected family life. Mark is considered a great 
preacher and has successfully raised up leaders over the years, and Debra is a perceptive 
counselor and trainer of women—yet it is well known that the ministry they lead in a 
bourgeoning city has been stuck for the last two or three years. 

Liam Carson, age 35, is a Lean management specialist for a driverless electric car 
company that is breaking into a new market. His wife, Olivia, age 31, who has a strong 
background in advertising, now leads a web survey team using Scrum framework at the 
campus of a Google competitor. (Both Lean and Scrum are methods for maximizing 
resources for clear goals.) Liam and Olivia moved to the city within the last year and have 
been leading a small group together for about four months. They have regularly brought 
visitors out to church, but their guests don’t usually return after their first visit. Olivia 
began compiling the reasons that their peer coworkers and neighbors were not interested 
in the church, and Liam suggested that they act on their shared observations. 

Liam approached Mark and asked for an appointment with himself, Olivia, Mark, and 
Debra. They want to have a meeting “to share some observations about why we think the 
growth of the Bridgeway ministry has stalled, especially in our age and social 
demographic.” Liam and Olivia hope to convince Mark that it has to do with lengthy 
sermons, heavy “insider” language used by members in meetings where visitors are 
present, aesthetics and worship music that probably reflect the tastes of Boomer members 
but not of younger members, and an overall corporate church culture. They also have 
some ideas that involve moving away from the traditional Sunday format and location 
and reaching out to the community. 

On the day before Liam and Olivia Carson are to meet with Mark and Debra Jacobs, they 
set aside time to discuss their approach to the meeting. 

TWO OPTIONS: (1) Choose to do a role-play and engage in the discussions as actors 
playing the Jacobs and Carsons. Be determined to work on finding solutions that are true 
to your concerns and interests, even though there is not enough time to actually find one. 
Or (2) discuss a step-by-step roadmap for the Carsons and Jacobs to address the 
challenges, including communication, roles, and considering others being impacted by a 
possible change in the church. Write down at least four steps. 
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Appendix 

Practicing Lessons-Learned Knowledge Management 
 

1. Is the matter at hand a current threat, new idea, future risk, or current opportunity (TIRO)? 

 

2. Who is the most established custodian for the TIRO? 

 
3. Who are the most accessible specialists on the topic? 

Elders 
Evangelists 
Teachers 
The Church Board 

Ethnicity/Gender 
Gen-X, Y and/or Z 
Outside Advisors 
Mediation Team 

Attorneys 
Financial Advisors 
Diversity Specialists 
Risk Mgmt. Experts

 

4. Who are the most significant stakeholders (those affected)? 

 

5. Is there resistance? If so, where? 

 
6. Are their established pathways for this topic?  If so, what are they? 

 
7. Are there past precedents in the congregation or related case studies? 

 
8. Is there enough support to assemble a task force? 

 
9. If a task force creates an assessment of the TIRO, what group or groups should the 

initial conclusions best tested? How will progress be assessed (metrics, goals, timeline)? 

 

10. How should a significant and memorable conclusion of the TIRO be logged? 

a. Lessons learned to be proclaimed to the entire congregation 
b. Case study placed in accessible congregational archive 
c. Other 

 
11. Following up—Are the conclusions well codified and relatively easy to decipher?  
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Problem-Solving Orientations (Survey) 
 

I propose a brief exercise that aims to identify our personal first inclination when faced 
with a new challenge. It can help members of congregations and teams to further 
appreciate each other. 

The premise of the exercise is simple. There are four kinds of problem-solving 
orientations or inclinations that appear within individuals when challenging scenarios 
arise. These can also be described as reflexes, first instincts, or focusses.  

For example, let’s consider Mark 2:1–7, containing a story of the four men who carried a 
paralytic up to a crowded house, then onto the roof and carefully down a hole to see 
Jesus. Using a little imagination, it’s possible that there was someone who was first to see 
the need, someone else to take charge, someone to defy convention by burrowing a hole 
in the roof, and someone who was extra mindful of the paralytic’s safety during the 
maneuver. Whether it happened this way or not, you probably get the point. Multiple 
considerations are at play, and each team member plays to their distinct strengths and 
the strengths of others. 

The exercise will take no longer than 15 minutes. 

 

Here is how to take the assessment.  

 

1. Answer within 10–12 seconds of reading each question by circling a letter: a, b, c 
or d. There are no wrong answers or superior scores. Note: it is 
counterproductive to try to answer a certain way to affect the outcome. Its value 
is grasping your first impulse. 

2. When you are finished, copy the circled letters onto the Score Sheet. Add up the 
number of answers in each column. 

3. After you score yourself, we will talk about what it means. 

 

I assure you that the four reflexive instincts appear within individuals that God has used 
throughout the Bible. I have found this assessment useful with leadership groups and 
small ministries. It can also produce some interesting surprises. 
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Questions 

Choose your first response among four legitimate answers to questions. The results will 
shed light on one or two of your core values. There is no wrong choice, but one will seem best 
to you. The explanation for the assessment will be given during the meeting. 
 

1. Importance in Project Execution 

a. inclusiveness 
b. principles 
c. well-ordered 
d. outcome/results 

 

2. Your Response to a Problem 

a. take it on myself or ignore it 
b. make it into a community discussion 
c. someone must take charge 
d. investigate issues 

 

3. Alignment Occurs Best When Teams Are 

a. established for kingdom purposes 
b. instinctive through relationships 
c. led by the most qualified member 
d. purposed for the targeted needs 

 

4. What Matters Most in Project Success 

a. following directives 
b. the use of “just” means 
c. achieving results 
d. a quality “felt” experience 

 

5. Traits You Respect in a Leader 

a. ability to take charge and accept 
responsibility 

b. effectiveness in fulfilling the vision 
and mission 

c. authentic personal interactions along 
with the demeanor of a servant 

d. a long reputation for a righteous and 
principled personal life 

6. Motivating Volunteers 

a. “It is the right thing to do.” 
b. “There are needs to be met.” 
c. “Volunteering is very fulfilling.” 
d. “It is a way to obey the vision.” 

 

7. You Personally Enjoy 

a. establishing, planning, and 
presenting 

b. expressiveness, inclusiveness, 
brainstorming 

c. working from “how to” roadmaps, 
persuading 

d. healing, repairing, resolving 

 

8. Your Aspiration for the Community 

a. manage difficulties well 
b. a sense of accomplishment 
c. a collective sense of being unified 
d. that each individual matters 

 

9. You Desire Plans That Are… 

a. adaptive 
b. objective 
c. directive 
d. effective 

 

10. You Are More Likely to Think about 
How Actions Affect… 

a. the churches 
b. your overall mission field 
c. your nearest relationships 
d. all of society 
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SCORE SHEET 
 

                O/D     P/M    C/Q      P/J 

1. Importance in Project Execution   c d a b 

2. Your Response to a Problem    c a b d 

3. Alignment Occurs within Teams    c a b d 

4. What Matters Most in Project Success  a c d b 

5. Traits You Respect in a Leader    a b c d 

6. Motivating Volunteers     d b c a 

7. You Personally Enjoy      a c b d 

8. Your Aspiration for the Community   a b c d 

9. You Desire Plans That Are...    c d a b 

10. You Think More about How Actions Affect… a b c d 

TOTALS ___ ___ ___ ___ 

 

The Four Necessary Problem-Solving Orientations 
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Spiritual/Legal Risk Considerations for Congregations 
 

There are multiple ways a person can be harmed, but the main four categories of risk are: 

• Sexual 

• Physical 

• Financial/Material 

• Psychological 

These categories can vary in intentionality, modes, and seriousness. In recent years a 
movement emerged that focuses on the seriousness of behaviors, the remedial actions 
pertaining to the individuals, and attention to the governing systems. It is called the Just 
Culture movement.x This model is grounded on the basis that there are established 
duties: (1) The Duty to Avoid Causing Unjustifiable Risk or Harm, (2) The Duty to 
Produce an Outcome, and (3) The Duty to Follow a Procedural Rule. 

In order to illustrate the nature of a breach, consider the act of driving a vehicle. 

• You inadvertently drive at 15 mph over the speed limit—HUMAN ERROR 

• You choose to drive at 15 mph over the speed limit—AT-RISK BEHAVIOR 

• You choose to drive at 50 mph over the speed limit—RECKLESS BEHAVIOR 

 

Justice — Assessing Duty and Breach Independent of Outcome 

 
 

There are important nuances in the understanding and implementation of just culture 
(JC) and understanding why it can be helpful in getting people to self-report (admit 
their mistakes and confess their wrongs). In JC, improved safety trumps punishment. 
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The leaders and boards of churches must pay increasing attention to their systems, 
policies, and risks associated with employees, members, children, and guests. As far as 
behaviors are concerned, the just culture paradigm has some overlap with Scripture. 

 
 
The most straightforward proactive way to address risks, both spiritual and legal, is 
through minding our governing systems. 
 

Governing (Response) Systems 
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Eight Key Polarities for Thriving Congregations 
By Roy M. Oswaldxi 

 

Pole   Pole 

Tradition 

-Stable and honoring the past 

-Rooted in our historic faith and heritage 

AND Innovation 

-Relevant to the current situation 

-Fostering creativity in our life together 

Spiritual Health 

-Nurture our mission and spiritual health 

AND Institutional Health 

-Maintain a healthy institution that 
sustains our corporate life 

Management 

-Maintain a well-organized, stable 
congregation  

AND Leadership 

-Inspire the congregation to embrace 
change 

Strong Clergy Leadership 

-Strong leadership by evangelists and 
elders 

AND Strong Lay Leadership 

-Broad, active participation by non-
ordained disciples 

Inreach 

-Responsive to the needs of members 

-Church is a chaplaincy 

AND Outreach 

-Take care of those outside our 
membership 

-Church is a mission station 

Nurture  

-Manifest God’s unconditional love for us 

AND Transformation 

-Challenge people to grow spiritually and 
serve others with commitment 

Building Disciples 

-Make it easy to become members “on a 
mission” 

AND Building Membership 

-Ensure that membership has ongoing 
meaning and depth 

   

Fulfilling Calling 

-Members recognize their particular call 
from God to serve others 

AND Fulfilling Institutional Commitments 

-Members ensure that the tasks needed to 
sustain congregational life are 
accomplished 
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A Congregational Lifecycle 
considering proactive, preemptive, and responsive options 

 

 
 

1. What are some examples of proactive measures? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Name some examples of preemptive decisions when changes are imminent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What are some options when a serious matter is beginning to develop? 
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The Majestic Estates (A Parable) 
 

A long time ago, the most benevolent king of the lands set up a trust so that his subjects 
and their descendants could have full access to his splendid territories, called Majestic 
Estates. Shortly before his death the king left established principles for the management 
of the Estates with the custodians: the King’s Agreement for caretaking of the grounds 
and structures, strict requirements on the custodians for safety and fairness concerning 
all guests, and “measures of just agency” in the case of conflicts or subversion. 

People from all lands came and feasted, made plans, learned, played, and worshipped. 
They enjoyed lakes, beaches, hills, woods, sand dunes, flower fields, and open spaces for 
planting food crops. Majestic Estates was such a beautiful place that it was envied by both 
neighbors and faraway foreigners who sought ways to become part of the heritage. Word 
went out that the king had left provisions for such seekers to become benefactors. Over 
the following generation, the descendants, the neighbors, and the foreigners worked and 
played on the grounds without serious infractions. 

But after a long period, the original guidelines were misplaced, rules seemed to become 
arbitrary, and several of the custodians began to think Majestic Estates belonged to them. 
The guests increasingly believed that they no longer had a share in the king’s inheritance. 
Meanwhile, some of the guests and custodians secretly brought in experts in failed 
attempts to divide up parcels of the lands for themselves. 

The Estates became troubled by both rumor and reality, which were hard to distinguish. 
A pond was said to have poisonous snakes. One of the fields was plagued by shards of 
broken glass, or at least so it was reported. It was told that a child was swallowed up by 
a neglected sinkhole, and that there were large wasp nests in the barns, wild dogs in the 
woods, and a large oak tree where someone allegedly had taken his life by hanging the 
year before. There were purported recreational accidents and a room where something 
really awful occurred, or so some said. Community buildings were in disrepair, but the 
custodians had moved into newly built homes, or at least that is how it appeared to some. 
And reports went out of a few custodians erupting in anger at even the slightest of 
breaches of “their rules.” 

This much is known: fewer people were coming to Majestic Estates. The outcry became 
so great that people from faraway lands heard of the problems. Blame led to feudalism 
and the ripping apart of families, such that an outbreak occurred. Three custodians—a 
retired general, a former surgeon, and an active realtor, banded together and attempted 
to intervene, and concluded, “Those on the wrong sides of the issues behave better than 
those who are right, and all sides question our skills and our impartiality.” 

One of the more noble custodians, a historian, desperately searched the archives for the 
original King’s Agreement for Majestic Estates. He was shocked to find “measures of just 
agency” and learned that if the territories would fall into irretrievable disrepair it was 
required that they be given to another people after a certain time. To the historian, that 
time appeared to be near, so he put out a call to all people, saying, 
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“It is time to do what has never been done before. The King’s Agreement 
for Majestic Estates, regarding circumstances like these, requires that we 
follow the procedures, ‘Find impartial, respectable, and wise guides that 
will be appointed to investigate the claims and rumors, settle disputes, and 
clear up all matters of Majestic Estates. They will show no favoritism nor 
accept bribes. Their goal is merciful justice for all and the preservation of 
Majestic Estates.’ Therefore, I have searched and found a list of names of 
impartial guides that may suffice. Together we will select a guide and give 
him a mandate to clear up this matter so that we can return the Estates to 
their former glory.” 

A wise guide was selected. A process ensued. Discoveries were made. Rumors were 
killed and realities were exposed. Offenses were confessed and apologies were delivered. 
Rights were returned and relationships were restored. Solutions were proposed and 
accepted. And the Estates were being restored. 

Once again, the people came out to feast, make plans, learn, play, and worship. All was 
forgiven and soon to be forgotten. The young and old alike could run and play without 
repercussions. As it was in times past, newcomers sought out the chance to share in the 
Majestic Estates. 

And the trio of custodians—the retired general, the former surgeon and the realtor—
asked the wise guide, “Why wouldn’t the people listen to us?” The wise guide said to the 
general, “You spent a lifetime striving to win battles and you saw life that way—about 
winning—but some problems are not about battles with winners and losers.” 

“What about me?” asked the former surgeon. The guide said, “You were too close to too 
many of the problems for too long. A doctor, even a good surgeon like yourself, mustn’t 
diagnose and perform surgery on himself.” And finally, the realtor said, “I now realize 
why I couldn’t be of help.” The guide replied, “And why is that?” So the realtor 
confessed, “Because I was one of those trying to divide up the Estate into parcels. As 
custodian I had much to gain. I was a big part of the problem.” 

Then the wise guide asked the three custodians to join the historian to take his advice: “I 
propose that you write a summary statement that contains the foremost lessons learned 
for future generations of the great domain of Majestic Estates, so that people will always 
be able to come here to feast, make plans, learn, play, and worship.” 

The realtor, the former surgeon, the retired general, and the historian convened, and 
returned later to give the wise guide the following statement: “In order that we avoid a 
similar crisis in the management of the Estates, we commit to live as if the king were with 
us, keeping the King’s Agreement in full view; and when problems arise, we will follow 
the measures of just agency so that we can resolve and archive the matter.” 

The wise guide replied, “Very well, then. Another generation will be blessed to enjoy the 
king’s wishes.” 
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